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Preface
These are the Proceedings of the Second International Workshop on Logical
Frameworks and Meta-Languages: Theory and Practice, LFMTP’07. The LFMTP
workshop series emerged from the LFM workshop series on “Logical Frameworks
and Meta-Languages” and the MERλIN workshop series on “MEchanized Reasoning
about Languages with variable BInding”.
Logical frameworks and meta-languages form a common substrate for repre-
senting, implementing, and reasoning about a wide variety of deductive systems of
interest in logic and computer science. Their design and implementation has been
the focus of considerable research over the last two decades, using competing and
sometimes incompatible basic principles. This workshop brings together designers,
implementors, and practitioners to discuss all aspects of logical frameworks.
We received 13 submissions to the workshop of which the committee decided to
accept 10. The programme also includes one invited talk by Randy Pollack, LFCS,
University of Edinburgh. The papers included in these workshop proceedings were
peer-reviewed by the program committee.
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The editors would like to thank the committee and external reviewers for their
excellent work. LFMTP07 is held on July 15th, 2007 in association with CADE-
21, the Conference on Automated Deduction in Bremen. We would like to thank
the CADE-21 workshop chair Christoph Benzmu¨ller and the CADE-21 conference
chair Michael Kohlhase for all their support and help with the organization of this
workshop, and Andrei Voronkov for letting us use his easychair online refereeing
software. It has been a pleasure to work with all of you. Thank you.
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